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We report a strong correlation between the observed
VLBI core shift and total flux density flares time delay at
15/8 GHz in 11 AGN. Our estimates of plasma flow speed
in the jets are comparable with the apparent velocities of
the fastest VLBI components. The results imply an
acceleration of the jets with bulk motion Lorentz factor
Γ∝R0.52±0.03 on de-projected scales R of 0.5−500 parsecs.
The data at 15 and 8 GHz includes the total flux density single
dish observations at UMRAO, VLBA observations, and core shift
measurements from literature. The total flux density light curves
are fitted with Gaussian process regression to locate the peaks
and obtain the time scales. The core shift measurements are
performed using Difmap.

The observed core shifts and time delays do
correlate with the slope of 1.5±0.1 mas/yr. This
relation is used to estimate apparent speed and
proper motion of the plasma in the jets. The
estimates are consistent with the upper envelope
of the highest apparent velocities measured by
MOJAVE.

We estimate Doppler factors using the averaged variability time scale
and the averaged core size for each source. Further we estimate
viewing angles and Lorentz factors.

The de-projected core apex distance varies from 0.5 to 500 parsecs
implying acceleration of the jets from Lorentz factors of ~few to 65.
In an accelerating jet viewed at a given angle the Doppler factor
changes and has maximum at some region.

The variability timescale in radio
galaxies is twice as long as that in
quasars and BLLacs:

The evidence for a common nature of the core
shift and time delay in AGN is obtained. It
provides a validation of the new method to
probe the kinematics of AGN jets on sub-pc to
kpc scales, based on measuring the opacity
effects. Our sample contains the extremely
variable AGN having Doppler factor maximized
in the core region. We discuss the nature of
stationary and moving VLBI components in
accelerating jets. And more...
See ArXiv:1809.05536 for details.

